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.Charging Communities
Our project intends to be a symbiosis between different typologies, and in 
doing so gives back to the city. Conceived as a template that could be built 
anywhere in chandigarh, India or indeed anywhere that suffers from isolated 
gated communities, our building creates a microcosm of different societal 
classes, typologies and spaces that benefit the immediate surroundings.

Rather than cutting the city into chunks like gated communities do at the 
moment, a city facing lower layer provides shopping opportunities and 
green space for the public, while above the gated community lives in its ine-
vitable exclusiveness. This separation was done as part of our market-dri-
ven approach; gated communities and exclusive upper class living are inevi-
table,we see it our job as architects to limit the damage done by them to 
society and the city. Through this vertical separation, we were able to create 
a sloped gated community where every house has it own patio, gardens, 
access to pedestrian streets, daylight and fresh air.

As part of this market model, we were also able to include cheaper housing, 
that completes the outer edges of the building. This typology increases the 
typically sparse density of chandigarh, while also benefitting from the gated 
community that provides work and investment in the local area. Although 
purposefully separated, there is conscious spaces of confluence, creating in-
teraction that would normally not be able to exist due to high walls and se-
curity guards.
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